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ABSTRACT

The image retrieval approach described in this paper
combines two layers, the conceptual and the featurebased. It works at the region or visual object level and
uses a thesaurus to explore associations between text and
image content and enable concept-level queries. The
solution described uses relevance feedback both at the
query session level and to discover new associations
between text and image.
Particular emphasis is given in the paper to the
limitation of the typical relevance feedback solutions
presented and to the benefits of using the relevance
feedback in conjunction with the two-layer model
presented. Some preliminary results are reported using the
prototype VOIR - Visual Object Information Retrieval system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The continuing rapid growth in size of digital image
databases leads to the increasing need for retrieval
systems to satisfy more complex and sophisticated
queries. The large scale of image databases means that
manually annotating the images is infeasible. Contentbased image retrieval systems attempt to solve this
problem by automating the process of image indexing.
Nevertheless, as demonstrated by several user studies [1],
[2], users are also interested in searching the images at a
conceptual level, not only in terms of colour, texture or
shape.
A key requirement for developing future image
retrieval systems is to explore the synergy between
humans and computers [3]. Relevance feedback is a
technique that engages the user and the retrieval system in
a process of symbiosis. Following the formulation of the
initial query, for subsequent iterations of query
refinement, the system presents a set of results and the
user evaluates the results in order to refine the set of
images retrieved to his or her satisfaction.
This paper analyses the use of relevance feedback in
image retrieval and presents a framework that takes into

consideration a two-layer model: the conceptual and the
visual layer.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work in relevance feedback. In section 3, details of
the idealized framework are presented in addition to the
two-layer model of description of visual items. Section 4
describes the Visual Object Information Retrieval (VOIR)
system and some experimental results obtained. The final
section gives concluding remarks and a brief discussion of
future work.
2. RELATED WORK
The involvement of the user in an iterative process of
information retrieval is not new and was incorporated in
the text retrieval system SMART [4]. The adoption of user
relevance feedback for refinement of queries over image
repositories has been a topic of active research in recent
years.
The MARS image retrieval system [5] is one of the
most cited in the literature. In the model of relevance
feedback used in MARS, at each iteration the system tries
to calculate a new ideal query point. This calculation is
based on the user’s evaluation of the results of the
previous iteration. Two methods are used to implement
this technique: query point movement and query reweighting. The form (shape and orientation) of the hypersurfaces used in the distance function was later improved
to allow generalized hyper-ellipsoids in the MindReader
system [6]. Rui et al. [7] present a more general model
that includes previous models as special cases.
The systems in the previous paragraph embody the
assumption that user expectations or target images are
directly mapped onto the adopted feature space. As well
as estimating the ideal parameters or weights for each axis
of the hyper-ellipsoid, such systems also adopt a query
point calculation method that attempts to compute the
ideal single point in the feature space in order to retrieve
the nearest images to it. As explained in the next section,
this approach is limited, since in a semantic level query
the user may want results associated with several visual
representations.
The Falcon system for query by multiple examples
[8] proposes one parametrical “aggregate dissimilarity”
function that attempts to reduce the problem of using

single point queries, as discussed later, while taking into
account the several distances between the candidate point
x and the multiple good objects gi. Experiments have
supported the intuition that the best results are achieved
when the function mimics a fuzzy OR.
The iFind system [9] features a scheme to associate
user-entered keywords from an uncontrolled vocabulary
with corresponding images. Each of these associations has
a corresponding weight that is heuristically updated during
subsequent use of the system. In parallel to this, the
system uses a low-level feature based relevance feedback
scheme based on the work described by [7].
One region-based relevance feedback system has
yielded promising results from using region segmentation
and representation [10].
In [11] a method that learns the relations between
images based on the user feedback is presented. These
relations are stored in one undirected graph that
constitutes the “Semantic Layer”. A further undirected
graph that constitutes the “Visual Layer” is used to store
pairs of images that have a (low-level) visual similarity
above a certain threshold. The retrieval is performed using
a process of link analysis of the graphs. The method
described does not use keywords.
The method proposed in [12] also uses relevance
feedback to split and merge image clusters that are formed
in the low level feature space. Relations between the
clusters are expressed using a correlation matrix. The
existing clusters as well as the correlation matrix are
updated during iterative use of the system.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
The method we present embodies the assumption that the
target images of the user are fundamentally associated
with concepts. So, for example, the user may be interested
in finding images of cars or chairs or airplanes, and not
especially concerned with a particular colour or
orientation. Given this assumption, the system may
attempt to find the target images in several visual
categories or visual representations associated with the
desired concept or semantic category, following the model
presented in section 3.1. Content-based features extracted
from each visual item, such as colour, are also considered
during the search process.
3.1 The Conceptual and the Visual Layer
Two levels of similarity are discussed in this section:
conceptual and visual. Most image retrieval systems
include a feature level where each visual item vi has an
associated automatically extracted feature fi as its
signature. This model is deficient in that, in themselves,
the features are not usually sufficient to support the

correct discrimination of conceptual similarity between
distinct visual items.
The conceptual level typically implies designating the
item as a member of a conceptual category. Suppose, for
example, that we have in our database two images of cars,
one representing a top view of a blue saloon car and other
representing a front view of red sports car. Although the
appearance of each is different, they both belong to the
conceptual “car” category. On the other hand, two or more
extremely similar visual items according to a given feature
space and a distance function are considered visually
similar, although they could belong to radically distinct
semantic categories.
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Figure 1 - layered representation of the hierarchical relation
between conceptual categories and visual categories

Figure 1 shows a two-layer model separating
conceptual categories at the upper layer from the visual
categories or visual representations. Each conceptual
category, Ci, is composed of several visual categories or
visual representations, VRi,j. Each visual representation is
composed of several items that are represented by a point
in the feature space (bi-dimensional in the figure). The
ellipses delimit the visual items that belong to the same
visual representation. It illustrates why it is not possible to
join visual and conceptual categories in a single category.
To try to use the feature space as a metric space to infer
conceptual similarity between visual items using their
signatures is simply impossible since the problem is ill
defined in nature. As can be seen in the example, although
the signature pair (f1,1,i; fk,1,i) belong to different
conceptual categories, they are nearer than the signature
pair (f1,1,i; f1,n,i) that belong to the same conceptual
category.
In the adopted approach each concept Ci is associated
with a corresponding label or textual term in a one-to-one
mapping. The permissible textual terms (labels) that can
be associated with the visual objects are extracted from a
controlled vocabulary, in this case a textual thesaurus. The
use of a textual thesaurus reduces inconsistency in term
assignment and provides a knowledge structure that can
be explored during the searching process.
One important feature of the idealized approach is the
description of visual items at the region level. The
solution proposed uses a region-based approach for

representation, query and retrieval of images. It is
assumed that the images are already segmented into
regions before being indexed. During the indexing
operation, each region is associated with a feature vector
representing low-level features such as colour, texture and
shape. During query formulation, after the user chooses
the textual term from the thesaurus that represents the
desired concept, he or she can select one of the visual
regions already previously associated with the term to be
used as the example during the content-based query.
The relevance feedback information provided by the
user supports refinement of the results, but can also be
used to improve the behaviour of the image retrieval
system in subsequent sessions. In the latter context, the
system is said to be evolving over time. The proposed
approach takes advantage of the relevance feedback
information at both levels.
3.2 Relevance Feedback at the session level
In each query session, the system implements a relevance
feedback mechanism that attempts to move the query
point towards the good points and away from the bad
points. It also attempts to reweigh the query so as to
increase the weight of the more discriminating features.
These two methods have been used elsewhere [5]. The
novelty of our approach is that, instead of limiting the
number of query points to just one, it expands the query
by using additional query points in the feature space that
are related with the same semantic category. This follows
the model discussed in section 3.1, above.
When a new relevant example fi is indicated by the
user, a Boolean function will indicate if the designated
point belongs to the same visual category of the evaluated
visual item fj or not. If this is the case, the new point will
be considered as one more positive point of the evaluated
item. If is not the case, this point will be considered as the
seed of another visual category to be added to the current
query.
The current implementation of the mentioned
function, essentially compares the distance Dji =
distance(fj, fi) with Djk = distance(fj, fk) where fk ∈ FK the
set of all visual items whose category Ck is different of the
category Ci of point fi. Basically the query expansion is
done if (Dji / Djk) > thr, where thr is a pre-defined
threshold level.
3.3 Concept learning using Relevance Feedback
As stated earlier, each visual item represents a region of
an image. The association between textual terms and
visual items is characterized by having a normalized
degree of confidence d_conf where the attribute d_conf ∈
[0, 100]. This association is of fundamental importance
since it constitutes the outcome of the process of concept

learning. It can be done manually or automatically. In the
first case d_conf is set to its maximum value (100), in the
second case it will be defined or updated algorithmically.
The critical evaluation of the image results by the user
during query sessions is used to create or update the
existing associations. The outcome of this is that the
system gradually learns associations between visual
regions and labels from the textual thesaurus. The more
the system learns, the more accurate and faster are the
subsequent query sessions.
In the implementation used to carry out the
experiments, the visual categories, used in the concept
learning process, were defined off-line using a clustering
algorithm that took low-level features extracted from each
region as its input data. The automatic updating of the
associations between term and visual item is done
periodically after the query sessions or following new
manually added associations. The updating process affects
all the visual items that belong to the same visual category
as the visual item whose situation was changed either
because was explicitly associated with a keyword or
because was evaluated during a query iteration.
4. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments reported in this section were conducted
using the VOIR image retrieval system [13] as the
prototype platform. The current implementation of VOIR
uses the Australian Pictorial Thesaurus [14] as the basis of
the textual thesaurus.
The VOIR indexer module associates with each
segmented region a collection of automatically extracted
numerical properties. The low-level descriptors used in
this experiment were colour histograms in the L*a*b*
space, a texture descriptor adapted from the MPEG-7
Edge Histogram Descriptor [15], and the first five region
central moments.
The currently adopted partition at the visual layer is
static and was obtained as the outcome of the off-line
clustering procedure during initialisation. The clustering
algorithm adopted was the Classit [16].
The image collection used in the experiments was a
database containing “ground-truth”, human-authored
image segmentations made available for research use [17].
The database is composed of 300 images from the Corel
dataset all labelled according to diverse categories such as
animals, plants, people, landscape earth features
(mountains, bushes, etc.), manufactured objects
(airplanes, etc.), and so on. The total number of image
segments is around 3100 representing an average of
approximately 10-11 regions per image. The number of
different keywords used in the categorisation is around
300.
The average number of images per each keyword, for
the first 20 most frequent keywords is around 25. From

this group, 4 were chosen randomly to conduct the
experiments.
Figure 2 shows the average precision obtained
regarding two distinct moments of learning, where t0
represents the status when there is no text-image
association and t1 represents a more advanced state of
knowledge after some level of usage of the system. The
limitation observed in the precision value is due to the fact
that the number of relevant images per keyword used is,
on average, about half the number of the images returned
by the system in each iteration.
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Figure 2 – Average precision of queries in two moments

As expected the retrieval accuracy is improved with
the growing usage of the system, since it learns from the
user in order to update the association text-image.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach presented for relevance feedback in image
retrieval was based on a dependency between the shortterm or session level process and the long term or concept
learning process. Clearly, at the first stage of usage of the
system, the influence of the first is predominant while,
with time, the influence of the learned concepts is bigger.
Currently, other characteristics already incorporated
in the VOIR prototype are being tested and evaluated as
an extension of the discussed approach. Among these is
the possibility of using more than one region in each
query formulation, the use of spatial relationships between
query regions, and the exploration of additional
relationships between concepts in the query process.
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